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INTRODUCTION 

Our names are Irene and Joanne; we are summer interns at Florida Prosperity Partnership 

(FPP) and are currently attending Boone High where we are enrolled in the Academy of Finance. 

Mr. Bill Daniel, our finance teacher, taught us Accounting from a Georgia Tech textbook 

freshman year, then Business Finance with UCF’s and UF’s textbook, and launched into 

Personal Finance with budgeting, auto loans, home mortgages, insurance, education and estate 

planning. As part of the program, we have the opportunity to work in a CFE Federal Credit 

Union branch that is on campus. We both took this internship with FPP to expand our learning 

experience in the finance industry. 

 For our research project, we specifically worked to create a snapshot of the banking 

products available using guidelines from Cities for Financial Empowerment’s (CFE) Bank On 

2.0. CFE and FPP are two organizations that envision a future beyond stability to one of financial 

security for all individuals. To reach this goal, FPP used Bank On 2.0 and FDIC guidelines to 

discover the potential financial deposit and credit products of banks in Florida as an option to 

alternative financial services (AFS). The research revealed over 200 banking institutions within 

the state, a number that continues to fluctuate as new banks emerge and other banks are taken 

over by bigger institutions.  
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DEPOSIT PRODUCTS 

Deposit products in banking institutions usually consist of products such as savings, 

checking, money market accounts and certificates of deposits. The specific product that Bank On 

focuses on to set their national standards1 is a checkless checking account that falls within these 

following guidelines: 

Core Features 

 
▪ Includes a Debit Card 
▪ Minimum Opening Deposit of $25 or Less 
▪ Low Monthly Maintenance Fee 

o $5 or less; if not waivable 
o $10 or less; if waivable and must include at least two ways to waive the fee 

▪ No Overdraft or Non-Sufficient Funds Fee 
▪ No Dormancy or Inactivity Fees 

 
Customer Service  

 

▪ Free and Unrestricted Branch Access 
▪ Free Telephone Banking (Including Customer Support) 
▪ Free In-Network ATM Usage 
▪ Out-Of-Network ATM Fee – must be $2.50 or less 

 

Functionality 

 

▪ Free Deposit Capabilities in Branch, at ATM and Direct Deposit 
▪ Free Bill Pay 
▪ Free Bill Pay by Financial Institution (if available),  

o Otherwise, at least 4 free money orders and/or cashier checks per month 
▪ Free Cash Checking 
▪ Free Online and Mobile Banking 
▪ Free Banking Alerts 
▪ Free Monthly Statements 

o Paper or Electronic with Consumer Consent 
▪ Insured by the FDIC  

  

                                                             
1 Cities for Financial Empowerment Fund, Bank On National Account Standards (2017 – 2018), 

http://joinbankon.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/Bank-On-National-Account-Standards-2017-2018-final.pdf 

http://joinbankon.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/Bank-On-National-Account-Standards-2017-2018-final.pdf
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CREDIT PRODUCTS 

Small Dollar Loans 
 

Driving down the road you may see pawn shops and other payday loan locations where 

you can receive cash advances or cash your checks. While it may seem convenient for some 

people, they may not know that they are paying extremely high interest rates. Shockingly, these 

places can charge almost 300% in interest. To encourage traditional relationships with banks, the 

FDIC launched a two-year Small-Dollar Loan pilot program. The criteria to qualify as a small 

dollar loan is: 

▪ $2,500 or Less 
▪ 90-Day Term or Longer 
▪ 36% APR2 or Less 
▪ Low or No Fees 
▪ Efficient Underwriting:  

o With Proof of Identity, Address, Income and a Credit Report 
 

Credit Building Products 
 

A credit building product is a great tool for an individual to use when trying to reestablish 

their credit. Two common tools that are used to help people build credit are secured credit cards 

and secured loans backed by a savings account or a certificate of deposit. These credit building 

products should be: 
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Since these loans are secured, you are essentially borrowing your own money. The idea 

behind this product is that you have money in a savings account or CD and you can borrow a 

certain percentage of what you have in those accounts. The goal is for the customer to make 

timely payments each month. Your credit is slowly built or repaired as it is reported to credit 

agencies. In the end, the customer gets their money back. 

For example, if you wanted to borrow $300 in a secured loan, the bank will require you 

to first put $300 into your savings account or as a means of security in case you default on the 

loan, hence the "secured" title. You would pay back the loan in monthly installments that is 

reported to the credit bureaus and at the end of the term, you will receive the $300 since you 

were borrowing from yourself and be rewarded with a higher credit score. 

Alternative Car Loans 
 
Nowadays, it is almost impossible to travel anywhere without a car in the state of Florida, 

even just getting to work. However, some families and individuals may lack the financial 

stability to properly finance a car and it is made more difficult with high APRs and down 

payments. “Buy Here, Pay Here” car dealerships draw in this demographic, focusing on the low 

monthly payments they would be able to afford and dismiss their 

credit score in terms of negotiation with rates up to 30% APR. 

Alternative car loans make it possible for people with bad or 

no credit to finance a car with an interest rate of 18% or 

lower through a traditional banking institution.  
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OUR FINDINGS 

Locating Banks 

After receiving the guidelines, we proceeded to first locate 

all the banks within the state of Florida and the counties which they reside in. 

Our initial list was compiled of 229 banks3 on a national, state, and community 

level, and there was a noticeable pattern that many banks occupied the same 

counties (with dark grey representing residing in forty or more banks in a county) 

but barely frequented other less populated counties (with yellow representing residing in ten or 

less banks in a county and light grey representing the number in between). There is still not a 

guarantee that every bank is recorded nor are all the counties accounted for due to the moving 

target of open and closed banks; currently, we ended with a list of 225 banks after removing 

some banks and adding others.  

Searching Websites 

 We originally thought we would be able to go through the banks’ websites and find most 

of the information we needed. To our surprise, many banks displayed limited information; 

instead of having product descriptions, there was a lot of marketing jargon. Other banks 

exhibited a fluid site that provided ample information, but it still lacked the details on specific 

amounts of checking accounts and the terms of a loan or credit builder. The following is an 

example of a website that lacked sufficient information about their products: 

 

                                                             
3 US Bank Locations, http://www.usbanklocations.com/florida-bank-list.htm 

http://www.usbanklocations.com/florida-bank-list.htm
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These are examples of 

websites whose format gave us the 

information one may need to 

know. By having their product 

information readily available, it 

allows the customer to easily see 

what that bank offers and saves 

them the trouble of calling 

customer service.  

 

Internally, we used a scale to rate the websites and phone calls using facial expressions: 

 

Easy to Read, 

Information 

Readily Available,  

Aesthetically 

 Pleasing 

May be Aesthetic 

 Pleasing, 

Lacks Sufficient 

Information, Uses 

Lots of Market Jargon 

 

Hard to Navigate, 

Not as Aesthetic 

Pleasing,  

Provides Market  

Jargon or No Info 
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Customer Service 

 Calling banks exposed flaws in their customer service. Automated messages, being 

placed on hold, and getting transferred is frustrating and wastes valuable customer time. 

Individuals who do not have the financial literacy only see banks as the “big evil monster” 

because of the regulations that are imposed upon banks that make it more difficult to tend to the 

people’s exact needs and opened a new avenue for a new market: alternative financial services 

(AFS).  

Payday loans attract consumers because of the fast cash appeal and seems easier since 

there is no credit check. If 24.5 million US households are underbanked and 9 million are 

unbanked, how do you convert those who cannot even reach an operator at a bank who can help 

them? 4 

While long automated messages and abruptly ended calls were a common theme in most 

banks, there are a few that are consumer-friendly. Having an operator transfer your call is much 

quicker than listening for what number to dial via an automated message. It provides a personal 

human touch compared to constantly being put on hold and hearing the dreaded elevator music 

(or worse yet, the advertisements).  

On the other hand, calling banking institutions sometimes leads to different operators 

who have different answers to provide. One bank even claimed a deposit product in question did 

not exist, yet this product was promoted by them when we previously skimmed their website for 

information prior to calling them for additional information. Another bank’s operator would not 

help us once they heard we were not an actual customer at their products. Another bank’s 

operator would not help us once they heard we were not an actual customer at their bank yet 

                                                             
4FDIC, 2015. 
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when we attempted to call again, another operator was willing to help us and provided us with 

answers to any questions we had. 

A multitude of banks also claimed that they could not help us if we were with Florida 

Prosperity Partnership because we were not a customer. However, if we posed as a potential 

customer seeking information, we tended to also get shut down because we were not an actual 

customer of theirs or they become skeptical because of our financial knowledge. This provides 

an issue for financially educated individuals that are thinking about becoming a customer and are 

currently researching which products would be the best suited for their personal needs. Potential 

customers would perhaps find it unattractive that a bank would be so closed and would seek 

friendlier options such as an untraditional financial institution.  

What if, instead, customer service was a one-stop shop for potential customers? If the 

information is not readily available on a banking institution’s site, it can be exasperating for the 

caller. Websites constantly claim that if you have any further questions, to call their customer 

service line or different departments. Therefore, if the information is not on the site, can 

customer service transform to educate all operators, new and old, of all the institution’s main 

products? 

As an example, CFE Federal Credit Union operates a branch on campus at Boone High 

School. Credit union leadership recognizes that this branch is essentially high school students 

assisting other students. Regardless, student employees are required to complete certifications 

about other deposit and loan products offered, as well as how to be a member service 

representative.  

This provides a basis for the CFE Federal Credit Union to ensure that all its employees 

know the products they represent to aid all the members that may need assistance. It also 
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provides a standard at which CFE works to aid the people in the community and instills a level of 

trust that the people will always get about the same answer from every CFE representative, 

which was unlike the experience we had contacting banking institutions. 

Live Chats 

However, the most convenient resource has been online live chatting on a bank’s website. 

This process is usually faster and allows the customer to have their questions answered by one 

person rather than getting transferred. Most live chats also tend to be 24/7 and the answers are 

very straightforward and seem more accurate. Live chats also worked better than the “Contact 

Us” option provided by banking institutions on their websites. We reached out to several banks 

in an attempt to use that feature, yet never received a response. Live chats provided a means to 

gain instant feedback and avoid a circular conversation or misleading information by operators 

who may not know the ins and outs of the institution’s financial products.  
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LESSONS LEARNED 

Deposit Products 

The research revealed just over 10% of banks in Florida fell perfectly under the Bank On 

guidelines.  

Many of the banks fulfilled the functionality features of the Bank On guidelines by 

having telephone, online and mobile banking, in addition to having access to tools such as bill 

pay. Online banking has become a 

norm within our technologically-

advanced society and provides a means 

of efficiency. However, the two biggest 

factors that disqualified banks were the 

opening minimum deposit and the 

overdraft fee.  

This then begs the question: Are 

the Bank On requirements too strict? Or 

do banks need to change the products 

that they offer? 

Since some banks will not allow their customers to touch the minimum opening deposit 

when they deposit it, people who live paycheck-to-paycheck cannot afford to save a great deal of 

money to put that down. Some minimum balances went as high as $1,500, yet most commonly 

found was a $100 minimum opening deposit and a high minimum balance requirement after their 

account is open. In addition, the lack of overdraft protection is inconvenient to the customer. 

When the fees are high, even individuals who are financially stable dig more deeply into a hole 

DEPOSIT PRODUCTS

Product Available Product Unavailable
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because of a “swipe for your needs” mentality. As well, a person not financially stable may find 

no overdraft protection to be financially debilitating.  

Banks with Deposit Products Available: 

▪ Academy Bank 

▪ Bank of America 

▪ Citibank 

▪ Fifth Third 

▪ Florida Community Bank 

▪ Gulf Coast Bank and Trust 

▪ Harbor Community Bank 

▪ HSBC Bank USA 

▪ Intracostal Bank 

▪ JPMorgan Chase Bank 

▪ Manufacturers and Traders Trust 

▪ New York Community Bank 

▪ Ocean Bank 

▪ Palm Beach Community Bank 

▪ PNC Bank 

▪ Preferred Community Bank 

▪ Sabadell United Bank 

▪ Sanibel Captiva Community Bank 

▪ Seacoast National Bank 

▪ SmartBank 

▪ Stearns Bank 

▪ The Huntington National Bank 

▪ TotalBank 

▪ Union State Bank 

▪ United Fidelity Bank, FSB 

▪ Valley National bank 

▪ Wauchula State Bank 

▪ Wells Fargo 

▪ Woodforest National Bank

Credit Products 

The banking inventory shows limited resources for individuals with poor credit. In the 

banking industry, the general rule of thumb is to have a credit score of around 600-650 to qualify 

for loans. When comparing the products offered by both banking institutions and credit unions 
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(from previous research)5, there is a low frequency of small dollar loans and alternative car loans 

that are available in both banks and credit unions; however, the data shows that credit unions are 

much better at providing credit-building products.  

Payday loans are in high demand because consumers who lack the knowledge and/or 

high credit score can get “easy money” and get trapped in a net of unawareness of high interest 

rates and how credit works. If financial institutions could, instead, open their doors to the 

possibility of the opportunity to improve individuals’ poor credit scores, then that could be a step 

towards healing the relationship between the underbanked and unbanked people and banks. 

Banks that Have Small Dollar Loans: 

▪ Academy Bank 

▪ American Momentum Bank 

▪ Ameris Bank 

▪ Anthem Bank & Trust 

▪ Armed Forces Bank 

▪ Atlantic Coast Bank 

▪ Banco Popular North America 

▪ Bank of Belle Glade 

▪ Bank of Pensacola 

▪ Bank of the South 

▪ Beach Community Bank 

▪ Capital City Bank 

▪ Centennial Bank 

                                                             
5 Christine Rama, Florida CDFIs and FCUs, Alternative Loan Products Inventory 

▪ Charlotte State Bank & Trust 

▪ Citizens Bank and Trust 

▪ Citizens State Bank 

▪ Comerica Bank 

▪ Community Bank and Trust of Florida 

▪ Community State Bank 

▪ Compass Bank 

▪ Drummond Community Bank 

▪ Englewood Bank & Trust 

▪ Farmers & Merchants Bank 

▪ Fidelity Bank 

▪ Fifth Third Bank 

▪ FineMark National Bank & Trust 
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▪ First American Bank 

▪ First Federal Bank of Florida 

▪ First Nat. Bank of Northwest Florida 

▪ First State Bank of the Florida Keys 

▪ First Tennessee Bank 

▪ Flagship Community Bank 

▪ Hillsboro Bank 

▪ International Finance Bank 

▪ PNC Bank 

▪ Valley National Bank 

Banks that Have Credit Building Products: 

▪ Academy Bank 

▪ Anthem Bank & Trust 

▪ Atlantic Coast Bank 

▪ Banco Popular North America 

▪ Bank of Pensacola 

▪ BankUnited 

▪ Branch Banking and Trust Company 

▪ Busey Bank 

▪ Cadence Bank, N.A. 

▪ Century Bank of Florida 

▪ Citizens First Bank 

▪ Columbia Bank 

▪ Community State Bank 

▪ Compass Bank 

▪ Continental National Bank 

▪ Eastern National Bank 

▪ First City Bank of Florida 

▪ First Colony Bank of Florida 

▪ First Florida Bank 

▪ First State Bank of the Florida Keys 

▪ FirstAtlantic Bank 

▪ Home Federal Bank of Hollywood 

▪ Iberiabank 

▪ International Finance Bank 

▪ Jefferson Bank of Florida 

▪ JPMorgan Chase Bank 

▪ Liberty Savings Bank, FSB 

▪ Manufacturers and Traders Trust 

▪ Mercantil Bank 

▪ MidSouth Bank 

▪ MidWestOne Bank 

▪ Mutual of Omaha Bank 

▪ Ocean Bank 

▪ OneUnited Bank 
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▪ PNC Bank 

▪ Regions 

▪ Renasant Bank 

▪ Republic Bank and Trust Company 

▪ Sabadell United Bank 

▪ Sunshine Community Bank 

▪ Terrabank 

▪ TotalBank 

▪ USAmeriBank 

▪ Wells Fargo

Banks that Have Alternative Car Loans:

▪ Crescent Bank & Trust 

▪ Seacoast National Bank 

▪ TrustCo Bank 

  

16%
20%

1%

26%

93%

13%

SMALL DOLLAR LOANS CREDIT BUILDING PRODUCTS ALTERNATIVE CAR LOANS

Percentage of Financial Institutions That Offer Credit Products

Banks Credit Unions
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A LITTLE THING ABOUT TRUST 

 The original intent of this research project was to find an alternative to AFSs. The idea 

was to bridge the gap of trust between individuals and banking institutions; however, a new 

concept emerged: did banks somehow merit the distrust from these individuals?  

 The original intent of this research project was to find an alternative to the alternative 

financial services (AFS). The idea was to bridge the gap of trust between individuals and 

banking institutions; however, a new 

concept emerged: did banks somehow 

merit the distrust from these individuals?  

A trend that we found is that AFSs 

tend to be more transparent with their 

information and center around a 

community that makes people feel 

welcomed, creating an environment of trust 

in individuals seeking financial services. 

Everything that a customer may need to know can be found on 

their website including: fees, terms, amount that can borrowed, and even specific rates. One 

website provided different rates for each of their locations across the state and nation.   

There are also many AFSs that are open every day of the year with several 24-hour 

locations, while banks have the well-known “banker’s hours” and closed on the holidays. Their 

extended availability along with their straightforward design of their websites have provided 

their customers with an additional convenience. This convenience may push individuals to place 
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more of their trust in AFSs instead of banking institutions because AFSs tend to always be there 

for them, especially with their “one-stop convenience” advertisements. 

For banks to compete with this competition, easier branch access and less of the never-

ending phone tree to gain information would put banking institutions at an advantage over AFSs. 

Imagine if these financial institutions could treat every question, potential customer, and regular 

customer as one and the same. What if financial institutions modified their approach to their 

interfaces of their call centers, websites, and banking hours? Quite possibly, alternative financial 

services may no longer be seen as a needed alternative and individuals would instead be drawn 

towards their nearest financial banking institution and its products. 

 

 

 

 

See attached file.6 

                                                             
6 Joanne Nguyen and Irene Fong, FPP Banking Inventory, Summer 2017. 


